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APPENDIX G 

Waggon & Horses – Linton 

List of Representations 26 October 2020 

Representation 1 

There is a major problem with this establishment at present. Live music has been 

staged most Saturday evenings since reopening. A marquee is being used in the 

garden/car park. The music lasted 3 hours and 15 minutes on 26th September 2020. 

The previous Saturday (19th September) at 10.20pm my neighbour telephoned the 

pub to complain at the level of noise and they finally finished the evening off. The noise 

levels are such that there have been many complaints made to the pub. It is shockingly 

loud. Personally, I am struggling to cope with such a noise intrusion in this residential 

area. In the middle of a hot August weekend, I had to close all of the windows and 

increase the volume of the radio/tv substantially but I could still hear the thud of the 

music and the raucous shouting and cheering going on in the background. 

 

The noise levels are devastatingly intrusive to neighbours surrounding the pub on the 

High Street and in Green Lane. The music has been heard at the bottom of Green 

Lane and neighbours there have also complained. 

 

My health has been affected as I am extremely stressed about the noise. My animals 

are scared and hide away in the kitchen. I cannot enjoy my outside space and feel 

very upset and anxious. 

 

This is a residential area with children and older people living in close proximity to this 

pub. 

 

I feel I am being pushed out of my own home and am considering selling my 

property. It is extremely distressing. 

 

Despite speaking with the landladies, they continue to hold these live music events. 

They explained that they already have a license to hold live music events in the 

marquee on the car park of the pub. Since they have been open again, they have had 

over 1000 people register and visit their pub. In this current climate I believe this is a 

major Covid 19 risk factor to residents in the village. 

 

They believe the music is not a nuisance and they have been extremely busy due to 

these events. They also hold a quiz night in the week and again there is a loud mike 

and lots of excess noise. 
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Several of the residents in Green Lane and on the High Street are concerned and 

upset by the noise from the pub, but we are struggling to get help. 

 

We understand that the pub needs customers but I don’t know of any pub in the 

district putting on live music every week in our current Covid 19 environment. They 

are packed out on a Saturday night. 

 

Under environmental legislation they could be seen to be causing a statutory nuisance 

as they are affecting members of the public – our health and enjoyment of our land 

and property. 

 

Representation 2 

We have had to make a complaint about the loud outdoor noise already (Aug 1st) and 

on many other occasions have tried to suffer the loud noise from outside.  We can only 

imagine this will be even worse if allowed later o the night. 

 

 

Representation 3 

I wish to give the strongest possible opposition to the application for an extension to 

the opening hours and provision of live music in the marquee at The Waggon and 

Horses public house in Linton High Street. 

 

This pub lies in the very heart of our village and is a pub solely for drinkers with no 

food provision. Customers already make excessive noise in and around the pub late 

at night, disrupting residents’ peace and ability to sleep. This will increase to a totally 

intolerable level if this extension is granted. 

 

Furthermore, the music venue is proposed to be a marquee with no soundproofing of 

any description. This is an outrageous proposal to disrupt the residents’ rights to quiet 

and noise levels will be above permitted levels radiating around a maximum number 

of residential streets and lanes. Music will continue until midnight with no regard for 

neighbours’ health and welfare, followed by customers leaving the pub shouting to 

each other, having been drinking for hours. The village and its residents do not want 

to be disturbed by loud music and drunken people late at night. 

 

We do not live in a city, it is a village and this proposal threatens the pleasant 

atmosphere and peace that brought most people to live here. 

 

I have witnessed a total disregard for Covid-19 precautions at this pub especially at 

the beginning of the lockdown, with no social distancing and far too many people 

packed in the marquee. This leaves me in no doubt that noise levels will be 
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disregarded if this proposal is passed and will lead to a serious deterioration in quality 

of life for a very large number of residents in Linton. 

 

Representation 4 

Concerned that changing the licence conditions to allow outside drinking until midnight 

(instead of 11pm) will increase noise & anti-social behaviour.  Noise levels are already 

reasonably high from both the premises & patrons leaving the premises/ walking down 

the high street.  It is difficult to see how an extra hour of (outside) drinking will improve 

the situation. 

 

Representation 5 

I disagree with the inclusion of entertainment outside of the property.  It is in a highly 

built up area and any sound travels.  A T.E.N was obtained in the summer and outside 

music was played.  It was extremely loud and could be heard at least 4 streets away.  

There were complaints from resident and the volume was turned down (it could still be 

heard) but is fear that this wild be common occurrence if this was to be approved. 

 

Representation 6 

The Prevention of Crime and Disorder 

This appears to be a retrospective application which suggests that the proprietors are 

not keen on obeying the law.  The fact that they are responsible for checking the noise 

is like poacher to police the other poachers.  The application to reduce checking should 

be resisted. 

 

The Prevention of Public Nuisance 

The noise level of loud music playing outside the building is unacceptable.  On many 

summer evenings I was forced inside by the noise and not able to enjoy my supper in 

the garden.  I and many of my neighbours are in out 70s and 80s and go to bed quite 

early.  The moment the pub has to close at 10pm due to COVID but it is unthinkable 

that the pub should be allowed to play loud music outside until midnight depriving 

many close neighbours of sleep. 

 

Public Safety 

The pub is very busy on a Saturday night and attracts many patrons from outside the 

village as no other local pubs provide such music.  Alcohol reduces inhibitions 

amoungst the mainly young customers who fail to observe social distancing and are 

the main cause of COVID spreading 
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Representation 7 

The Prevention of Public Nuisance 

Especially during the summer months the noise from the music at the Waggon and 

Horses has been an unacceptable nuisance. The application to extend the hours of 

this nuisance from 11:00pm to midnight and the reduction in the noise assessment 

implied in this application to alter licence conditions is completely unacceptable. We 

strongly object to this application 

 

Representation 8 

The Prevention of Public Nuisance 

To extend the hours to midnight will encourage patrons to loiter outside the premises 

later thereby causing more noise, litter and disregard for social distancing. As it is 

already extremely noisy in the evening, I object to an extension of this noise until 

midnight as it keeps people awake in a residential setting. 

 

Public Safety 

The outside lighting until midnight would be disturbing for local residents 

 

 

Representation 9 

In the past there have been frequent occurrences of loud and discordant karaoke 

sessions audible up and down the High Street. There have also been bottles and cans 

left on the street and loud and inebriated voices late at night. The hourly sound checks 

and 23:00 limit to outside conditions are needed. 

 

 

Representation 10 

1. I oppose extending the hours until midnight. Prior to the requirement to close at 

22.00hrs it was often 23.45 before people dispersed while shouting, laughing, 

screaming and car noise could be heard. 

 

2. Changes to layout and design were carried out months ago. Likewise the real 

problem of live music has been going on for several months. Our house is 

probably the nearest to the pub and no noise checks have been carried out on 

our property. Why is the application dated 25th September when it has been 

happening since pubs re-opened? 

 

The document 'How to run a pub' states that it is considered a statutory nuisance if 

'noise from a business affects a member of the public's health or enjoyment of their 

land and property, for example a neighbour of your pub in their home or garden'. 

This is clearly happening. 
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Although we have every sympathy with businesses trying to carry on in these difficult 

times the fact remains that live music outside at this pub is both inconsiderate and 

intolerable. The pub is surrounded by residential properties and it is wholly 

inappropriate to allow music outside. 

 

On a personal level it has at times been very distressing to have this music blasting 

out so loudly that it is clearly heard over the TV with windows and doors shut. The 

garden is totally unusable on these occasions. My husband is in poor health and 

really shouldn't have to put up with this. Further noise is experienced from the 

constant loud humming/engine sounds of a heating system for the marquee. 

Although this is not the main issue it is also very irritating. 

 

The original conditions for these premises was that all windows and doors should be 

kept shut when music was being played. I understand that there has been a variation 

on these conditions due to covid but the circumstances and surroundings of this pub 

do not appear to have been taken into consideration. 

 

In conclusion I have to say that although I think the volume has been lowered on the 

last couple of occasions the constant thump, thump, thump of the bass is still heard 

over the TV and is extremely annoying and distracting. If music was an occasional 

special event a few times a year it could be tolerated but having this disturbance almost 

every Saturday evening it becomes a recurring nightmare. 

 

Representation 11 

Thank you for notifying me about the application for variation to the existing licence for 

this local pub. Three  changes have been requested: 

1. An extension to the permitted outside drinking hours. 

2. A change in the system of noise monitoring. 

3. A change to the layout of the licensed area (i.e. an upgrading of the outside 

areas to facilitate outside entertainments and customers drinking “outside” in the 

marquee. 

I wish to OBJECT to change 1 because the pub already creates a significant NOISE 

NUISANCE for its neighbours. 

 

I live at the bottom of Green Lane, about 150 yards to the south of the pub. When 

there are entertainment events at the pub, presumably taking place in the back garden, 

the music can be heard inside my house, even with all the windows shut. I know from 

neighbours living closer to the pub that they find the noise quite intolerable. I estimate 

that there are at least 60 households closer to the pub than my house. I do not know 

whether the proposed changes in the noise monitoring system constitute an 

improvement or not. It is clear that at present “policing” of the noise generated by the 

entertainments in the evenings is inadequate. I appreciate the extreme financial 

difficulties that pubs are having at the moment and their need to increase customer 

footfall. IF the noise were kept under control I would have no concerns about extending 
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the hours for quiet drinkers. But as things stand at the moment, the entertainments at 

the Waggon and Horses create a significant disturbance for hundreds of their 

neighbours. 

 

 

Representation 12 

The prevention of crime and disorder –  

 

It is clear that additional drinking time out of doors would increase the chances of 

fights, shouting and abusive behaviour developing outside the pub, as has often been 

the case even with the current licensing hours. We note that the current landlord has 

made efforts to keep this under control but that in general for this pub it has proved 

impossible for the landlord to keep order in the vicinity of the pub buildings. We would 

contend that the hours are much too late already for a pub of this size in a crowded 

residential family area. It is frankly highly risky for crime and disorder that a tiny pub 

and yard like this can remain open for alcohol until 1am (Fri and Sat) with outdoor 

drinking until even 11pm. It is well known that drug dealing happens late at night 

outside the Waggon and it is highly likely that this would increase with additional 

outdoor hours. 

 

The prevention of public nuisance –  

 

The levels of music and shouting have been highly excessive, even over recent 

months, disturbing people inside their houses and often making it hard to listen to 

radio, television or normal conversation, despite double glazing. Additional drinking 

hours outside will increase the risk of noise and nuisance late at night. Over many 

years there has been late night noise, abusive behaviour, shouting and fighting outside 

the pub, often going on beyond 2am and being especially frightening for young 

children in our house. There is a serious risk that this could get even worse under 

longer outdoor drinking hours. We believe 10pm would be a much safer time to stop 

drinking out of doors at the pub, as is common with many other pubs in crowded 

residential areas. 

 

We have lived opposite the Waggon and Horses for 10 years and have found the level 

of noise, abusive screaming from drunken customers occasionally spilling over into 

violence, very difficult to tolerate. Writing now at 7:30pm, the volume of the music and 

insistent beat interrupts conversation and is highly intrusive into family life. I have 

phoned the current landlords once when the volume of live music was so high it 

induced such loud shouting from the customers that it was impossible to escape it in 

any corner of the house. 

 

We would like to strongly oppose the proposed changes to licence conditions. The 

pub has over many years been far too noisy late at night, given the very close proximity 

of houses containing young families, the vulnerable, the elderly and others. 
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Outside drinking and congregating in the street outside the pub have proved 

impossible to control in the past, with rowdy behaviour, fighting and abusive language 

being commonplace (although we acknowledge that the current landlord has managed 

to make some improvements in recent months, it should be noted that most tenants 

at the pub have been unable to control the behaviour). 

 

The noise and rowdy behaviour have regularly in the past continued outside the pub 

until well after closing time and up to 2am, with broken glass and even bloody ripped 

clothing (on one occasion) in the street the next morning. This has very often 

prevented us and our young children from sleeping before 2:30am because of noise 

and threatening behaviour outside the pub. Many houses are disturbed by the noise 

late at night, including along the High Street but also along Green Lane and beyond. 

Regarding music noise levels, we note that recently it has been so loud that we could 

not hear our own television inside the house. This surely cannot be within legal 

guidelines but it is normal for the weekend musical entertainment in or outside the pub. 

We would suggest that an additional hour of outside legalised drinking would only 

increase the chances of these noise and public nuisance problems getting worse. We 

note that in other areas such as Cambridge it is usual for pub gardens and courtyards 

to be cleared and silent by 10pm or earlier and we fail to see why such a courtesy 

should not be granted to a quiet residential family area such as Linton High Street. 

 

We would also contend that the current hours of drinking are far too late in terms of 

public nuisance and noise foa a close-knit residential family area such as this. We 

understand from our neighbours that there was never a local consultation about the 

increases in opening hours that have been allowed at this pub (presumably passed in 

the 1990s/2000s?) and that these hours would have almost certainly been resisted 

had a consultation happened. 

 

Representation 13 

Linton Parish Council considered the application for the variation of the Premises 

Licence for Waggon & Horses that was considered in the Parish Council meeting held 

on the 15th October 2020. 

Please find below the comments and decision from Linton Parish Council made in the 

meeting; 

 

Cllr John Bald advised that Cllr Merrie Mannassi had discussed the application. The 

other two pubs in the village already have licences on these terms however the 

parishioner’s letters regarding the noise were considerable. The other two pubs have 

closing time at 11pm and drinking up time after this and this licence would allow the 

Waggon to operate on the same basis. Cllr Kate Kell expressed that the noise levels 

can be heard in Parsonage Way. Cllr Lee Gardner explained that the change to 

licence was in connection with outside drinking being extended to midnight. The 
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nearest noise sensitive property would be set to measure the levels which would be 

increased in volume and duration.  

Cllr John Bald proposed that the council object to the extension of the hours on the 

basis that there have been considerable complaints from residents. Cllr Lee Gardner 

seconded. Six in favour, one against 

Linton Parish Council OBJECT to the application for the variation of the Premises 

Licence for Waggon & Horses 

 

Representation 14 

The Prevention of Crime and Disorder 

The proposed variation to the licence condition is likely to lead to an increase in 

disorderly and perhaps even criminal behaviour since extending the hours of 

opening means there will be more opportunity for it. In addition, the longer opening 

hours will lead to more alcohol being consumed which in turn will lead to more 

disorderly and potentially criminal behaviour. The proposed changes to the layout 

will result in more customers which in turn will increase the likelihood of disorderly or 

criminal conduct. Consequently, if the police were required to attend this would put a 

strain on already stretched resources, perhaps affecting the Police’s ability to 

respond to, and solve more serious crimes. 

The Prevention of Public Nuisance 

The proposed variation to the licence condition is likely to lead to an increase in 

public nuisance since the extension of the opening hours increases the opportunity 

for it and the increased consumption of alcohol and increased number of customers 

as a consequence of the proposed layout changes 

increases the likelihood of it. This has been a particular problem since the reopening 

of the Waggon and Horses. The noise from the patrons, talking loudly in the garden, 

singing along with and shouting over the music, using foul language and swearing 

has blighted our ability to use our own garden which backs on to the garden of the 

Licensed Premises. Having created space in our garden to enjoy it on a summer 

evening or with guests, the noise has been so intrusive and language so unpleasant 

on a sufficient number of occasions as to make it impossible to do so. Indeed, it has 

been sufficiently loud and unpleasant in a number of instances to mean that we have 

had to shut our windows to reduce it, which in this summer has made the house 

unbearably hot. Given our current concerns over noise we view with trepidation the 

change to the licence condition with regards to sound checks. The proposed change 

will significantly weaken the checks that are supposed to take place to prevent a 

public nuisance. The language is insufficiently precise and enforceable or sufficiently 

ambiguous and unclear in what it intends to achieve for the purposes of the 

Amended Guidance under S.182 of the Licensing Act 2003. 
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Indeed, the very use of the phrase “noise checks” suggests a lack of rigour and 

remedial action that accompanies the word “assessments”. The amended licence 

condition is insufficiently precise since there is no provision for the regularity of noise 

checks or for checks to be carried out at particular times rendering them ineffectual 

in measuring the noise caused by the Regulated Entertainment and so they will be 

ineffectual in preventing a public nuisance due to noise. The amended licence 

condition is unclear in what it intends to achieve since the express intent to ensure 

that there is no “noise nuisance” or public nuisance caused by the Regulated 

Entertainment is removed and so the prospects of successfully preventing a public 

nuisance are materially reduced by this relaxation. The amended licence condition is 

unclear as to who will carry out the noise checks. Whereas the existing Licence 

Condition requires assessment to be carried out by the “designated premises 

supervisor or nominated representative”, a person of sufficient seniority with 

sufficient experience, who is responsible for the overall running of the Licensed 

Premises; there is no such provision in the amended licence condition so there is no 

assurance, and no guarantee that the assessment will be conducted appropriately or 

the designated person be able to enforce action effectively so that a public nuisance, 

due to noise, will be prevented.  

In addition, the amended licence condition is likely to be ineffective in preventing 

noise and public nuisance since a robust method (if properly applied and enforced) 

for a 360 degree of assessment of noise at the boundary for all neighbouring 

properties seems to be replaced by one which only considers the effect on one, as 

yet undefined property. This limit means that environmental factors are unlikely to be 

considered since the nearest property is not necessarily the one most susceptible to 

the damage caused thereby leading to an increased level of noise and public 

nuisance for many others. Given the level of disturbance we have experienced from 

Regulated Entertainment and from patrons in the garden it is hard to believe any 

form of rigorous assessment of noise has been carried out up until now. On some 

occasions it has been sufficiently loud to make hearing the television inside our own 

house difficult even with windows closed and some sound proofing in place. The 

relaxing of the condition fills us with dread. The proposed variation to the layout of 

the premises poses a serious threat to the prevention of noise and public nuisance. 

We have had to live with this arrangement, or something very similar, since the re-

opening and it is clearly apparent that there is insufficient sound proofing and no 

consequent action taken to prevent a public nuisance arising from this expanded 

Licenced Area. The current Licence stipulates that Regulated Entertainment should 

take place indoors with doors and windows closed. On one occasion recently a 

performer was performing from a stage, erected in the garden, which is in direct 

contradiction of the licence stipulation. Most examples of Regulated Entertainment in 

the marquee have caused a noise nuisance since keeping the flaps of a tent closed 

is in no way comparable to the sound deadening effects of brick and glass since the 

material is flimsier. In addition, by reducing the area between the Licenced Area and 

the boundary with neighbouring residential properties it means that any noise made 
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has a more significant impact on the neighbours giving rise to a public nuisance. This 

aspect is of particular concern as the noise from the Licenced Premises is an 

existing nuisance. It has limited our freedom to enjoy our property and has impinged 

on our ability to sleep at night and has had a negative impact on the quality of life in 

the residential area in which the Premises is situated. We, and our neighbours have 

complained on a number of occasions about the noise nuisance. One or two of our 

neighbours are elderly and/or in poor health and this has had a damaging effect on 

them emotionally. Some, perhaps in part precipitated by the noise nuisance, are 

considering moving when they might not otherwise do so. The fact that there 

appears to be a Marquee and a lawned area already in place before any application 

has been made for them does not fill us with any confidence that the conditions of 

the licence will be adhered to. 

Public Safety 

Public Safety will be diminished by the proposed Licence Condition 3 since the 

extended hours for drinking will mean that there will be greater occasion and 

likelihood of threats to public safety occurring. This is exacerbated by the proposed 

change to the layout of the premises as this will lead to an increase in the numbers 

of patrons on site at any one time. This increase in numbers itself poses a problem 

since there seems to be little thought of what might happen in event of a fire, there 

are no additional fire exit routes or equipment shown on the plan for example. In 

addition, in an evacuation, the installation of the marquee and lawned area to 

replace a car park, has reduced the space for people to gather in an evacuation. The 

marquee in itself presents an additional hazard, being flammable, meaning that the 

customers will have no recourse but to evacuate to the High Street possibly 

impeding the arrival of the Fire services, endangering other road users and 

themselves. The installation of the marquee has reduced the amount of car parking 

available on site resulting in increased levels of car parking in the narrow High 

Street, to the extent that even the fire exit from the premises has been parked in 

front of on occasions making evacuation more difficult and access for fire services 

impossible. The fact that the road in front of the exit has double yellow lines and that 

there is a small “No parking in front of these gates” notice on the gates (which is only 

visible when the gates are shut) seems not to deter such dangerous parking and 

shows a lack of respect for public safety. 

Protection of Children from Harm 

Children are particularly vulnerable to loss of sleep due to excess noise, suffering 

both short- and long-term effects on their physical and emotional wellbeing as a 

result of sleep deprivation. The proposed licence condition 3 relating to extended 

hours of opening will cause noise from the Licenced Premises to go on later at night. 

The proposed Licence Condition 9 (relating to noise checks) will lead to less 

effective self-policing of noise. The proposed variation in the layout of the premises 

will, as outlined above be responsible for louder noise in neighbouring properties. As 

a consequence of these three proposed changes children in the surrounding area 
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will find it harder to get to sleep, stay asleep and get a good night’s sleep leading to 

harm being caused to them. We have not felt able to use our garden with our 

children and grandchildren this year since the introduction of the marquee and 

lawned area outside. This is because the patrons seated outside, are now much 

nearer to our property, their conversations are more intrusive, being louder and 

clearer, and the language used makes us concerned that our children and 

grandchildren might hear it and be affected by it. I enclose a table in summary of our 

reasons why we are so vehemently opposed to the proposed licence changes and 

alterations to the layout of the premises for the Waggon and Horses, 110 High Street 

Linton since each of these would act contrary to the licensing objectives. 

Licence Condition 3 – extended hours  

The Prevention of Crime and Disorder 

Extending the hours means more alcohol consumed leading to an increased 

likelihood of and more opportunity for disorderly or criminal conduct 

The Prevention of Public Nuisance  

Extending the hours means more alcohol consumed leading to an increased likelihood 

of and more opportunity for committing a public nuisance through for example greater 

noise. 

 

The responsibility to Public Safety  

Extending the hours means more alcohol consumed leading to an increased likelihood 

of and more opportunity for irresponsible behaviour endangering the public safety e.g. 

blocking fire exits 

 

The Protection of Children from Harm 

Extending the hours means that noise and disturbance will continue for much longer 

at night affecting the sleep quality and health of children nearby. 

Licence Condition 9 -noise Checks 

 

The Prevention of Public Nuisance 

Relaxing the control of noise checks will result in a greater public nuisance being 

caused by noise. 

The Protection of Children from Harm 

Relaxing the control of noise will result in more children having their sleep affected, 

impacting their health as well as more children being exposed to foul and obscene 

language. 

 

Proposed change of layout 

The Prevention of Crime and Disorder 

Changing the layout will result in more customers on site and therefore an increased 

likelihood of disorderly or criminal Conduct 
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The Prevention of Public Nuisance 

Changing the layout will increase the likelihood of a public nuisance since it will bring 

more people onsite and closer to neighbouring properties. 

 

The responsibility to Public Safety 

Changing the layout of the Licenced Premises will make them less safe since areas 

for safe evacuation have been reduced, a fire hazard has been introduced, and there 

has been no increase in fire exits. 

 

The Protection of Children from Harm 

Changing the layout of the Licenced Premises will result in more and louder noise for 

adjoining properties and the increased likelihood of the exposure of children to foul 

and obscene language. 

 

 

Representation 15 

I wish to object to the proposal to extend outside drinking hours from 23:00 to 00:00. 

The Waggon and Horses is located in the middle of a residential area with a high 

density of houses. The regulated entertainment which the pub is currently offering  - 

every Saturday evening during October – is very loud but due to Covid restrictions 

finishes at 09:00pm. The extension of regulated entertainment/outside drinking hours 

to midnight will lead to unacceptable noise levels for too long a period in this 

residential area. Notwithstanding this representation to decline the requested 

extension of hours at the Waggon and Horses I would like to draw your attention to 

an anomaly in the proposal relating to the ‘noise checks’. The word ‘maximum’ at the 

beginning of the third sentence of the relevant paragraph is surely incorrect and 

probably should be replaced by the word ‘minimum’. Left unchanged the sentence 

would allow the person making the check to record no more than one of the items 

listed and still be in compliance with the proposed licence conditions. 

 

 

Representation 16 

The Prevention of Public Nuisance 

The pub is located on a relatively quiet, residential High St, and surrounded by 

homes on other streets. Outside drinking up until midnight will increase noise 

disturbance later into the night. It is highly likely that as people consume more 

alcohol the level of noise disturbance will increase. The noise disturbance for 

neighbours already exists – these changes will make it worse. Currently, when 

entertainment has been provided inside the pub, noise disturbance exists for 

neighbours. Removing the requirement for noise assessments for entertainment 

indoors removes any responsibility for the Licensee to check there is no noise 

disturbance. The outside entertainment over recent months has caused significant 

noise disturbance for the neighbourhood. On occasions, local residents have been 

unable to sit out in their gardens in the 
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afternoon/evening as the noise coming from the pub is so loud and intrusive. At 

times we have had to close our windows in order to reduce the noise in the house, 

though it could still be heard. Presumably the condition “As a maximum the log” 

should read “As a minimum the log”? Otherwise no details would need to be 

recorded. There is also no mention of how frequently the noise checks would have to 

be carried out. The current license specifies that staff need to check that there is no 

noise nuisance – the revision removes this requirement, and states that they simply 

need to keep a noise check log. 

 

 

Representation 17 

My wife and I object to having our weekends being interfered with by the singing 

coming from the Waggon and Horses pub, we live two bungalows away from where 

the cabarets are installed and the sound is greater than our television. This is not 

right. I have discussed this with the publicans who have promised to reduce the 

noise level but it is still too loud. Regarding the application to vary the licence I 

cannot agree to extend the drinking hours to 00:00hrs. As the evening progressed 

the noise (shouting) from those attending gets louder and louder. By the time 

11:00hrs comes we have had enough! In your mandatory conditions item 6 infers 

that all music provided by the pub must take place inside the building. Why is this not 

happening? Finally, I believe that this would never have come to pass had proper 

planning application had taken place before the alterations had been made to the 

pub. Now is far too late. 

 

 

 

Representation 18 

Prevention of crime and disorder –  

1. We have lived opposite the Waggon for more than 25 years. Over that 

period, the pubs management has ranged from poor to disgraceful. The 

last tenants were frankly shocking. There was a complete lack of 

management and the pub duly became a disorderly house. Drug dealing 

and underage drinking were rife. Fights regularly occurred. The vast 

majority of those accepted by the brewery/the licensing authority to 

manage the pub over the years were manifestly unsuited to the task. 

 

2. In the context of this application, the nature of the pubs trade is relevant. 

The pub is a ‘drinking hole’. It is not a pub where people drop in for a quiet 

drink. On the whole, those who use it go in for a session. The later it stays 

open, the more gregarious and noisy the drinkers become. This is not a 

sleepy country pub. Constant vigilance is needed by management to 

ensure that what is a simmering vat of oil does not catch fire. 
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3. That said, we fully appreciate that the pub must be able to operate and 

provide a service within the licensing laws. 

 

4. Nigel and Helen are a breath of fresh air. They are friendly and hard 

working. 

5. However, we are left in no doubt that we must oppose the removal of 

Condition 3 from the current licence. Permitting people to drink outside for 

a further hour until midnight would be disproportionate. It would greatly 

increase the risk of disorder breaking out. Those drinking outside late at 

night are harder to manage than those doing so inside. That is particularly 

so in the case of the Waggon, because its interior is small and 

management should, in theory, be able to supervise precisely how 

customers behave inside. 

6. We also think that the associated noise of outside drinking for another 

hour cannot be justified when balanced against the interests of those who 

live in the vicinity. We address ‘noise’ further below. 

 

The Prevention of public nuisance 

7. Linton High Street is one of the narrowest high streets in Cambridgeshire. 

It might be the narrowest. Virtually every house in the High Street is listed 

and the High Street is in a conservation area. The proximity of buildings, 

one to another, results in noise ricocheting from one to another. The street 

is an echo chamber. Noise is amplified by reason of its layout/environs. 

8. I have complained to Nigel about the level of noise from the pub on two 

occasions. The first complaint related to live music inside, the second to 

live music outside. Further, on occasion, while the pub has been under the 

current management, I have been listening to my music on headphones in 

a room in my house which is double glazed and have still been able to 

hear the pub music. Our house was built c.1600. I can feel the vibration 

from the pub music going through it. 

9. The Waggon is very small. It is not a ‘music events’ pub. It is not designed 

for loud music. 

10. I have read the current licence. It seems there is no condition at all 

permitting the playing of music outside. 

11. Live music was played outside the pub this summer and was far too loud. 

It constituted a nuisance. It could be heard clearly in parts of the village 

quite some distance from the pub. The disruption caused to those who live 

near the pub was unjustifiably intrusive. There is no valid reason for the 

music being so loud. 

12. We suggest that, in the context of the Waggon, an acceptable ‘regulated 

entertainment event’ would be more along the lines of an acoustic guitar 

being played, rather than hugely amplified music. The latter type of music 

is wholly unsuited to a minute pub like the Waggon which can only hold a 

small number of people and is situated in a very narrow street. 
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13. We oppose any extension to the hours permitting live or recorded music to 

be played, if indeed that is what is being sought. We oppose the removal 

of Condition 9 from the current licence. Without having had sight of any 

detailed proposals regarding permission to play live or recorded music 

outside the pub (for instance, in the marquee erected in the erstwhile car 

park), we would oppose the grant of any such right. In any event, no such 

application is included in the index application. 

14. In summary, we oppose the removal of Conditions 3 and 9 from the 

current licence. We oppose the additions proposed. 

15. As to the structural changes to the pub, it would appear they have all been 

done. 

16. While we want to see Nigel and Helen making a success of the Waggon, 

we oppose the variations sought. I have to say I wonder whether this pub 

can ever be profitably run if the licensing laws are properly complied with. 

 

 

Representation 19 

The prevention of public nuisance –  

1. I object to changing the hours for outside drinking to allow drinking to take 

place between 11:00pm  and 12:00 midnight throughout the week. This 

pub is surrounded by residential properties many at close proximity. The 

continuous noise late at night that this extension of hours would create on 

a daily basis would be detrimental to the welfare and health of the 

residents by the likely reduction of the number of hours when sleep was 

possible. The increased number of drinkers any extension of outside hours 

would create would then also have the effect of creating an extra 

unacceptable level of noise as vehicles leave the vicinity of the premises 

at midnight. 

 

2. I object to changing the way the noise level emanating from all 

entertainment events is checked, from hourly checks , to an indeterminate 

number of checks. The level of noise since these live events have started 

to take place outside is totally unacceptable in a residential area. The 

original licence for entertainment was granted when all the entertainment 

was going to be inside. There was much discussion amongst residents at 

that time relating to the noise pollution and the conditions of closing all 

windows and doors was requested and indeed implemented to minimise 

the detrimental effect on residents lives from increased noise. The live 

events now taking place outside cannot comply with the original conditions 

which were there to safeguard the residents. Although the law changed in 

2015 I understand which has allowed this crazy situation, I still find it 

inconceivable why such a condition was thought necessary originally and 

yet now seems to have been dismissed from the discussion. I request that 

more not less checks are made at several points on their boundary since 
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now the loud noise emanates full circle round the music source not just to 

the front of the pub as before. I also request that these levels are 

published for all to see freely, and not by request, so anyone could bring 

them to the attention of the enforcement officer at any time. If the outside 

entertainment was limited to a handful of events throughout the whole year 

this would be easier to tolerate given the current situation with Covid. 

Unfortunately, 24 events are allowed due to the current licence conditions 

which I am totally against whilst they are being allowed to be held outside. 

If any new conditions are implemented, I ask that a noise level is agreed 

with Environmental Health taking in to account the proximity of residents 

and this is checked throughout the next event by the authorities. 

 

3. The erection of the marquee has removed all parking spaces for those 

visiting the pub which will have had a negative effect on the lives of those 

neighbouring residents without off street parking. I would request that if 

permission is given for the marquee it is limited to coincide with the Covid 

restrictions for drinking inside. After drinking is allowed as normal inside 

the pub, the car park should be reinstated and the marquee erected only if 

given permission on an event by event basis. Applications for any 

subsequent marquee should be notified to all nearby residents prior to 

being considered 

 

 

 

Representation 20 

The prevention of public nuisance –  

1. I object to changing the hours for outside drinking to allow drinking to take 

place between 11:00pm  and 12:00 midnight throughout the week. This 

pub is surrounded by residential properties many at close proximity. The 

continuous noise late at night that this extension of hours would create on 

a daily basis would be detrimental to the welfare and health of the 

residents by the likely reduction of the number of hours when sleep was 

possible. The increased number of drinkers any extension of outside hours 

would create would then also have the effect of creating an extra 

unacceptable level of noise as vehicles leave the vicinity of the premises 

at midnight. 

 

2. I object to changing the way the noise level emanating from all 

entertainment events is checked, from hourly checks , to an indeterminate 

number of checks. The level of noise since these live events have started 

to take place outside is totally unacceptable in a residential area. The 

original licence for entertainment was granted when all the entertainment 

was going to be inside. There was much discussion amongst residents at 

that time relating to the noise pollution and the conditions of closing all 
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windows and doors was requested and indeed implemented to minimise 

the detrimental effect on residents lives from increased noise. The live 

events now taking place outside cannot comply with the original conditions 

which were there to safeguard the residents. Although the law changed in 

2015 I understand which has allowed this crazy situation, I still find it 

inconceivable why such a condition was thought necessary originally and 

yet now seems to have been dismissed from the discussion. I request that 

more not less checks are made at several points on their boundary since 

now the loud noise emanates full circle round the music source not just to 

the front of the pub as before. I also request that these levels are 

published for all to see freely, and not by request, so anyone could bring 

them to the attention of the enforcement officer at any time. If the outside 

entertainment was limited to a handful of events throughout the whole year 

this would be easier to tolerate given the current situation with Covid. 

Unfortunately, 24 events are allowed due to the current licence conditions 

which I am totally against whilst they are being allowed to be held outside. 

If any new conditions are implemented, I ask that a noise level is agreed 

with Environmental Health taking in to account the proximity of residents 

and this is checked throughout the next event by the authorities. 

 

3. The erection of the marquee has removed all parking spaces for those 

visiting the pub which will have had a negative effect on the lives of those 

neighbouring residents without off street parking. I would request that if 

permission is given for the marquee it is limited to coincide with the Covid 

restrictions for drinking inside. After drinking is allowed as normal inside 

the pub, the car park should be reinstated and the marquee erected only if 

given permission on an event by event basis. Applications for any 

subsequent marquee should be notified to all nearby residents prior to 

being considered. 

 

 

Representation 21 

We live on the opposite side of the High Street to the Waggon and Horses. This part 

of Linton High Street is a predominantly residential area with many houses facing 

directly onto the High Street. Noise from the Waggon and Horses is audible within 

our house, particularly late at night when the village is otherwise quiet. The noise is 

especially loud when there is outside entertainment, which is audible thoughout our 

house and has a negative impact on our children sleeping. The extension of the 

outside drinking until midnight and the removal of the requirement to carry out hourly 

noise assessment checks will mean that the noise and disturbance will continue until 

later in the night and the control of the noise level will be reduced, both of which will 

increase the impact of late night noise in our house, and throughout the this part of 

the village. 

 


